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MONA LISA'S SMILE
15 hours ago by Janette
It's official: Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa was 83 per cent happy, 9 per cent
disgusted, 6 per cent fearful and 2 per cent angry. Nicu Sebe at the University
of Amsterdam in the Netherlands tested emotion-recognition software on the ...
Common Sense Runs Wild - http://commonsenserunswild.com/

Secret of Mona Lisa's Smile Revealed At Last!
9 hours ago by Kevin Ray
Paris (AFP) - Now it's official: Mona Lisa was 83% happy, 9% disgusted, 6% fearful
and 2% angry! That's the conclusion of a University of Amsterdam computer that
applied "emotion-recognition software" to Leonardo da Vinci's work, ...
TWBPSK Kevin Ray's Corner Blog - http://emperorkevin.blogspot.com

Secret of Mona Lisa's Smile Revealed at Last
12 hours ago by luapo
Now it's official: Mona Lisa was 83 percent happy, nine percent disgusted, six
percent fearful and two percent angry. That's the conclusion of a University of
Amsterdam computer that applied "emotion-recognition software" to Leonardo da ...
mopo | Geek News - http://www.mopo.ca/

Computer decodes Mona Lisa's smile
11 hours ago by ﺏﺩﺕﻡﯼﺯ
The Mona Lisa has captivated and mystified the art world for centuries. ...
Mona Lisa, a woman with famously mixed emotions, hoping to unlock her smile. ...
developed by Nicu Sebe at the University of Amsterdam and researchers at the ...
 ﺏﺩﺕﻡﯼﺯ- http://bdtmz.blogspot.com

Computer decodes Mona Lisa's smile
7 hours ago by Admin
Computer decodes Mona Lisa's smile CNN International - Dec 16, 2005 The computer
software, developed by Nicu Sebe at the University of Amsterdam and researchers
at the University of Illinois, examines key facial features, the ...
Buy Computer - http://buycomputer.crazydeals.biz

Software decodes Mona Lisa’s enigmatic smile
12 hours ago
IT’S official: Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa was 83 per cent happy, 9 per cent
disgusted, 6 per cent fearful and 2 per cent angry. Nicu Sebe at the University
of Amsterdam in the Netherlands tested emotion-recognition software on the ...
Private Space icharaka { } - http://spaces.msn.com/members/Charaka/

The Mona Lisa's Smile
16 Dec 2005
Professor Nicu Sebe of the University of Amsterdam says he can calibrate those
emotions using ... The subject of the Mona Lisa is thought to be Lisa Gherardini,
... and other aspects of the painting’s history are as mysterious as her smile.
Technology News Daily - - http://www.technologynewsdaily.com - References

Mona Lisa smile secrets revealed
16 Dec 2005 by bryant
Latest research findings show that Mona Lisa was 83 percent happy, ... developed by
Nicu Sebe at the University of Amsterdam and researchers at the ... By the way,
would Mona Lisa still smile when she sees what she would look like after ...
Bryanton Post - http://bryantonpost.blogspot.com

Sort by date

Mona Lisa's Smile
16 Dec 2005
Super-relevant breaking news!!! Science has finally decoded the secret to Mona
Lisa's smile!!! Scientists at the University of Amsterdam have created a computer
program that analyzes facial expression. . . and gives you the breakdown of ...
"Sweating. Breathing hard. Head down.... - http://spaces.msn.com/members/bartgrl69/

Computer software decodes the Mona Lisa smile...
16 Dec 2005 by David Intersimone
... used to analyze the famous smile of Leonardo Da Vinci's Mona Lisa painting.
... Sebe (University of Amsterdam) and researchers at the Beckman Institute, ...
The results said that Mona Lisa was 83% happy, 9% disgusted, 6% fearful, ...
Borland Blogging Community - http://blogs.borland.com/MainFeed.aspx

Mona Lisa Smile De-coded
15 Dec 2005 by IrishArt.com
It's kept art lovers amazed for five centuries, but the secrets of Mona Lisa's
famous smile have finally been decoded - by a computer. The painting, by Leonardo
Da Vinci, was analysed at the University of Amsterdam using "emotion ...
World Art News at irishart.com - http://www.irishart.com/blog/blogindex.html

Mona Lisa Smile De-coded
15 Dec 2005 by IrishArt.com
It's kept art lovers amazed for five centuries, but the secrets of Mona Lisa's
famous smile have finally been decoded - by a computer. The painting, by Leonardo
Da Vinci, was analysed at the University of Amsterdam using "emotion ...
World Art News at irishart.com - http://www.irishart.com/blog/blogindex.html

Mona Lisa smile
15 Dec 2005 by Edouard Mouy
According to a highly emotional computer at the University of Amsterdam, Leonardo
da Vinci's Mona Lisa was mainly happy! Oh it's such a relief to know that she
was happy when she had to sit for a long period of time. ...
my top hat + edouard mouy - http://www.mytophat.com/

Mona Lisa Smile
16 Dec 2005 by Ajay Shroff
Now it's official: Mona Lisa was 83 per cent happy, nine pc disgusted, six pc
fearful and two pc angry. That's the conclusion of a University of Amsterdam
computer that applied "emotion-recognition software" to Leonardo da Vinci's work, ...
The Hitchhiker's Guide to Technology - http://ajayshroff.blogspot.com

Mona Lisa Smile
16 Dec 2005 by Ajay Shroff
Now it’s official: Mona Lisa was 83 per cent happy, nine pc disgusted, six pc
fearful and two pc angry. That’s the conclusion of a University of Amsterdam
computer that applied “emotion-recognition software” to Leonardo da Vinci’s work, ...
The Hitchhiker's Guide to Technology - http://ajayshroff.com

Enigma of Mona Lisa Smile Cracked
18 Dec 2005 by editor
The enigma of Leonardo da Vinci&#8217;s famous Mona Lisa painting has been cracked
with the help of emotion-recognition software from scientists at the University
of Amsterdam in the Netherlands and the University of Illinois at ...
Herald Tech-News - http://blog.hf.com.ru

And now, from the "Just a cold and lonely, lovely work of art ...
16 Dec 2005 by Sudiegirl
There are some things humans were not meant to know, and Mona Lisa's true feeling
is right up there. You know what I'ma gonna do... Thursday, December 15th, 2005.
Scientists uncover reason for Mona Lisa's smile: she was happy AMSTERDAM ...
Musings of a chick - http://musingsofachick.blogspot.com

Secret of Mona Lisa's smile revealed
15 Dec 2005 by munkee@pliwoodmunkee.com (munkee)
It is official: Mona Lisa was 83 per cent happy, 9 per cent disgusted, 6 per cent
fearful and 2 per cent angry. That is the conclusion of a University of Amsterdam
computer that applied "emotion-recognition software" to Leonardo da ...
pliwoodmunkee.com - Down and out in Heverly Bills - http://www.pliwoodmunkee.com/munkeeblog/

The truth about Mona Lisa's emotions
17 Dec 2005 by Richard Marsden
The software assessed Mona Lisa's emotions by examining her facial features ...
Harro Stokman, a professor at the University of Amsterdam is quoted as saying
... Scientists dissect Mona Lisa's smile: Software says Da Vinci's model is 83 ...
The Business of Emotions - http://businessofemotions.typepad.com/drrm/

Secret of Mona Lisa's smile revealed at last
15 Dec 2005
PARIS (AFP) - Now it's official: Mona Lisa was 83 percent happy, nine percent
... Leonardo Da Vinci's 'Mona Lisa' at the Louvre. Now it's official: Mona ...
That's the conclusion of a University of Amsterdam computer that applied ...
The Mountain Stream - funny news - http://spaces.msn.com/members/TheMountainStream/

Software decodes Mona Lisa’s enigmatic smile
16 Dec 2005 by NobrakeS
IT&#8217;S official: Leonardo da Vinci&#8217;s Mona Lisa was 83 per cent happy,
9 per cent disgusted, 6 per cent fearful and 2 per cent angry. Nicu Sebe at the
University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands tested emotion-recognition ...
Lostcoders - http://www.lostcoders.net

Mona Lisa’s smile is just a tad angry
17 Dec 2005 by Richard
A BBC news report tells that “a computer has been used to decipher the enigmatic
smile of Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa, concluding that she was mainly happy.
The painting was analysed by a University of Amsterdam computer using ...
Novelist in Paradise - http://novelistinparadise.com

Computer decodes Mona Lisa's smile
16 Dec 2005
The Mona Lisa has captivated and mystified the art world for centuries. ...
Mona Lisa, a woman with famously mixed emotions, hoping to unlock her smile. ...
developed by Nicu Sebe at the University of Amsterdam and researchers at the ...
Miro's Space on MSN - http://spaces.msn.com/members/mirobg/

Mona Lisas smile cracked......apparently
17 Dec 2005 by Krit
Scientists 'crack' secret of Mona Lisa's smile. Scientists say they have finally
cracked a 500-year-old mystery - the secret of the Mona Lisa's smile. ... on view
in The Louvre in Paris, was analysed at the University of Amsterdam. ...
thekrit - http://thekrit.blogspot.com

Emotion recognition experts: 'Mona Lisa' 83 percent happy
15 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) - The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers
of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret, Dutch
researchers said Thursday. She was smiling because she was happy - 83 ...
sacbee -- Health Science News - http://www.sacbee.com/24hour/healthscience - References

Mona Lisa is happy?
15 Dec 2005 by melusina
Researchers at the University of Amsterdam, who had to work on this in collaboration
with the University of Illinois, came up with an algorithim to analyze Mona Lisa's
smile. It seems she is "83% happy, 9% arrogant, 6% scared and 2% ...
Mel's Diner - http://litochoro.blogspot.com

HCI software: Mona Lisa 83% happy
15 Dec 2005 by Jordan Running
Mona LisaWhat do human-computer interaction (HCI) specialists do in their spare
time? ... The University of Amsterdam and the University of Illinois developed a
... lips and more," then used it to decode the Mona Lisa's infamous smile. ...
Download Squad - http://www.downloadsquad.com

Scientists Figure Out Why Mona Lisa Smiles
16 Dec 2005 by Jack Fuller
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (Where else?!) - The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued
viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret,
Dutch researchers said Thursday. She was smiling because she was happy ...
Copy Compression - http://jackfuller.blogspot.com

Mona Lisa Snarl
15 Dec 2005 by Virgil .
Professors at the University of Amsterdam have analysed the Mona Lisa's smile and
broken it down into actual scientifically quantifiable elements. Apparently she's
83% happy, 9% disgusted, 6% fearful, and 2% angry. ...
Ballpeen Hammer - http://virgil.typepad.com/ballpeen_hammer/

Behind Her Smile
15 Dec 2005 by Chronicle of Higher Education
Actually, Mona Lisa was just in a pretty good mood, according to a team of
researchers at the University of Amsterdam. Using computer software intended to
identify people's emotions on the basis of photographs, the researchers ...
The Chronicle: Wired Campus Blog - http://wiredcampus.chronicle.com/

leo must've turned many times over
14 Dec 2005 by kundalini
For that Mona Lisa strangeness in your smile Do you smile to tempt a lover, Mona
Lisa Or is this your way to hide a broken heart Many dreams have been brought to
your doorstep They just lie there, and they die there ...
kundalini - http://kundalini1.blogspot.com

Scientists Figure Out Why Mona Lisa Smiles for Fun!
17 Dec 2005
Dec 15, 2005 - AMSTERDAM, Netherlands - The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued
viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret,
Dutch researchers said. She was smiling because she was happy - 83 ...
Whispers of Probing Mind! - http://spaces.msn.com/members/rdewangan/

Mona's Formerly Inscrutable Smile
15 Dec 2005 by Mad Dog
According to a computer algorithm developed by researchers at the Universities of
Amsterdam and Illinois that assesses people's mood by examining facial features,
the Mona Lisa was 83% happy, 9% disgusted, 6% fearful, and 2% angry. ...
Doggy Style - http://www.maddogblog.com

The strangest thing
16 Dec 2005 by Gaspode
The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries
... to be exact, according to scientists from the University of Amsterdam. ...
Harro Stokman, a professor at the University of Amsterdam involved in the ...
Personal rants - http://www.livejournal.com/users/davenchit/

Mona Lisa: A Happy Woman?
16 Dec 2005 by Alexa Brett
An article from BBC news Mona Lisa 'happy', computer finds discusses the latest
findings from the University of Amsterdam. A computer using "emotion recognition"
software was used to solve the mystery of the smile of the Mona Lisa. ...
art muses - http://wwwartmuses.blogspot.com

Mona Lisa ‘happy’, computer finds
16 Dec 2005
A computer has been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci’s
Mona Lisa, concluding that she was mainly happy. The painting was analysed by a
University of Amsterdam computer using “emotion recognition” software. ...
Fire and Knowledge - http://www.fireandknowledge.org

Want to decode your Smile :)?
16 Dec 2005 by SB
Reading news earlier this morning, I came across this article: “Computer Decodes
Mona Lisa’s Smile” So, a computer engineer - Ncu Sebe, at the University of
Amsterdam developed a software that can decode smiles. Sounds almost bizarre to ...
supriya - http://supriya.high-octane-blogging.org

Mona Lisa is mainly happy says computer
16 Dec 2005 by Reggie Prim
“A computer has been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci’s
Mona Lisa, concluding that she was mainly happy. The painting was analysed by a
University of Amsterdam computer using “emotion recognition” software. ...
Education and Community Programs - http://blogs.walkerart.org/ecp

Mona Liza’s Smile
15 Dec 2005 by Cathy
Mona Lisa ‘happy’, computer finds. I am clueless why the analysis as to whether
the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona really shows that she was happy
was conducted. What do these people want to prove? ...
Now What, Cat? - http://cathcath.com

Today in Tech; 12/16
15 Dec 2005
Seems researchers in Amsterdam, home of legal drug abuse, subjected Mona Lisa's
smile to highly accurate 'emotional recognition' software developed in conjuntion
with the University of Illinois, where Joel Goodson was going to go after ...
technology filter - http://spaces.msn.com/members/technologyfilter/

Ooooo-kay
16 Dec 2005 by Greg
Scientists figure out why Mona Lisa smiles Mona Lisa's enigmatic smile has intrigued
viewers for centuries and now researchers claim they ... Dutch researchers at
the University of Amsterdam say the computer rated features such as the ...
The Discernment Dilemma - http://dilemmaofdiscernment.blogspot.com

"Mona Lisa" really happy, says study
15 Dec 2005 by pitchperfect
Mona Lisa 'happy', computer finds The Mona Lisa became world famous after it was
... been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa,
... The painting was analysed by a University of Amsterdam computer using ...
Greg's Blog - http://pitchperfect.blogdrive.com/

Computer finds Mona Lisa 'Happy'
16 Dec 2005 by Onyo
A computer has been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci's
Mona Lisa, concluding that she was mainly happy. The painting was analysed by a
University of Amsterdam computer using "emotion recognition" software. ...
onyo - http://onyo.blogspot.com

Computer finds Mona Lisa 'happy'!
16 Dec 2005 by Hooman
Computer scientists at the University of Amsterdam have use an "emotion recognition"
software to analyse Leonardo da Vinci's famous Mona Lisa ("La Joconde"). In case
you don't know, the smile is seen differently by people... ...

Hooman's Blog - http://hoomanb.blogspot.com

The Girl Can't Help It
15 Dec 2005 by William M. Dowd
You're so like the lady with the mystic smile. ... For that Mona Lisa strangeness
in your smile? Do you smile to please a lover, Mona Lisa? ... a computer at the
University of Amsterdam using "emotion recognition" software has concluded ...
East Egg Review - http://easteggreview.blogspot.com

Mona Lisa ‘happy’, computer finds
16 Dec 2005 by S V
A computer has been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci’s
Mona Lisa, concluding that she was mainly happy. The painting was analysed by a
University of Amsterdam computer using “emotion recognition” software. ...
forsv - http://www.forsv.com/blog

CULTURE: Women's Minds: Impossible to Read Since 1503
15 Dec 2005
... of the Mona Lisa's (aka "La Gioconda") smile since the sixteenth century. ...
the researchers [at the University of Amsterdam] scanned a reproduction of ...
hint of sexual suggestion or disdain many have read into Mona Lisa's eyes. ...
suicidegirls News Wire - http://suicidegirls.com/news/

The Latest in “emotion recognition”
15 Dec 2005 by DrQuickbeam
The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries
... to be exact, according to scientists from the University of Amsterdam. ...
Harro Stokman, a professor at the University of Amsterdam involved in the ...
Nerdshit - http://www.nerdshit.com/wordpress

My Favorite Line Begins With... You know what's d...
16 Dec 2005 by Annie Lennon Carroll
The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries
... to be exact, according to scientists from the University of Amsterdam. ...
in our cozy beds knowing that Mona Lisa's smile was due to 83% happiness. ...
Think Big - http://anniecarroll.blogspot.com

My Favorite Line Begins With... You know what's d...
15 Dec 2005 by Annie Lennon Carroll
The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries
... to be exact, according to scientists from the University of Amsterdam. ...
in our cozy beds knowing that Mona Lisa's smile was due to 83% happiness. ...
Think Big - http://anniecarroll.blogspot.com

To be 83% happy
16 Dec 2005 by JK
The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries
... to be exact, according to scientists from the University of Amsterdam. ...
Harro Stokman, a professor at the University of Amsterdam involved in the ...
dunneiv - http://www.dunneiv.org

I did "fine" sum nuggets this cloduy mo'rn...
14 Dec 2005 by desiderata
Secret of Mona Lisa's smile revealed PARIS: Now it's official: Mona Lisa was
83% happy, 9% disgusted, 6% fearful and 2% angry. That's the cunclosion of a
University of Amsterdam computer that applied "emotion-recognotion softwear" to ...
desiderata-ylchong - http://desiderata2000.blogspot.com

The Mysterious Smile Explained
15 Dec 2005 by Administrator
The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries
isn’t really that ... She was smiling because she was happy - 83 percent happy,

to be exact, according to scientists from the University of Amsterdam. ...
Supernatural News - http://www.supernaturalnews.com

Monametrics
15 Dec 2005 by Sean
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands - The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers
of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn’t really that difficult to interpret, Dutch
researchers said Thursday. She was smiling because she was happy — 83 percent ...
Sean Gleeson - http://sean.gleeson.us - References

Ha! I Beat Fark To It!
16 Dec 2005 by Jeff Soyer
Scientists Figure Out Why Mona Lisa Smiles. From Yahoo:. AMSTERDAM, Netherlands The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries
isn't really that difficult to interpret, Dutch researchers said ...
Alphecca - http://www.alphecca.com/

Stuff #342
17 Dec 2005 by gpshewan@gmail.com (gpshewan)
Scientists used a new algorithm to analyze the emotion reflected in Mona Lisa’s
smile. New Scientist reports that the software, developed by the University of
Amsterdam and University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, measures lip ...
GPSHEWANDOTCOM - http://www.gpshewan.com/

Code Decodes Da Vinci's Lisa
16 Dec 2005 by Real News
Toronto Star, Canada ________________ Amsterdam (Netherlands): The mysterious half
smile that has intrigued viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that
difficult to interpret, Dutch researchers said yesterday. ...
The Mystery NEWS - http://allrealnews.blogspot.com

Scientists Chase The Stupid
15 Dec 2005 by jakejacobsen
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands - The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers
of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret, Dutch
researchers said Thursday. She was smiling because she was happy — 83 percent ...
Freedom Folks - http://freedomfolks.blogspot.com - References

sweet releases...
16 Dec 2005 by TV Guy
Scientists Figure Out Why Mona Lisa Smiles AMSTERDAM, Netherlands - The mysterious
half-smile that has intrigued viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really
that difficult to interpret, Dutch researchers said Thursday. ...
TV Guy - http://denvertvguy.blogspot.com

Well, I'm glad we got that cleared up...
15 Dec 2005 by Seaxneat
A computer has been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci's
Mona Lisa, concluding that she was mainly happy. The painting was analysed by a
University of Amsterdam computer using "emotion recognition" software. ...
The Seaxneat Project - http://seaxneat.blogspot.com

Too late
15 Dec 2005 by phylos
A computer has been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci's
Mona Lisa, concluding that she was mainly happy. The painting was analysed by a
University of Amsterdam computer using "emotion recognition" software. ...
The Phylotopian - http://phylotopian.blogspot.com

NINE PERCENT DISGUSTED
15 Dec 2005
... pimg src=/gfx/joconde.jpg width=184 height=204 alt=Mona /td td pfont size=2iA

... used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci#8217;s Mona Lisa,
... pThe painting was analysed by a University of Amsterdam computer using ...
Exploding Aardvark - http://www.fpmrecords.com/cgi-bin/blosxom.cgi

Is my disgust showing?
16 Dec 2005 by Cathy
A computer has been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci's
Mona Lisa, concluding that she was mainly happy. The painting was analysed by a
University of Amsterdam computer using "emotion recognition" software. ...
fullermusic - http://fullermusic.blogspot.com

But What Was She 2% Angry About?
17 Dec 2005 by Gerry Canavan
A computer has been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci's
Mona Lisa, concluding that she was mainly happy. The painting was analysed by a
University of Amsterdam computer using "emotion recognition" software. ...
Backwards City - http://backwardscity.blogspot.com

What was she really feeling?
16 Dec 2005 by Stephen
Scientists analyzed the portrait of the Mona Lisa, a woman with famously mixed
emotions, hoping to unlock her smile. They applied emotion recognition software
that measures a person’s mood by examining features such as the curve of the ...
Stephen's Untold Stories - http://www.stephenrahn.com/blog

What was she really feeling?
16 Dec 2005 by Stephen
Scientists analyzed the portrait of the Mona Lisa, a woman with famously mixed
emotions, hoping to unlock her smile. They applied emotion recognition software
that measures a person’s mood by examining features such as the curve of the ...
Stephen's Untold Stories - http://www.stephenrahn.com/blog

Computer decodes Mona Lisa's smile
11 hours ago
The Mona Lisa has captivated and mystified the art world for centuries. ...
Mona Lisa, a woman with famously mixed emotions, hoping to unlock her smile. ...
developed by Nicu Sebe at the University of Amsterdam and researchers at the ...
 ﺏﺩﺕﻡﯼﺯ- http://spaces.msn.com/members/d-game/

The Mona Lisa Smile - Busted!
16 Dec 2005 by The Solid
The enigma of Leonardo da Vinci's famous Mona Lisa painting has been cracked
with the help of emotion-recognition software from scientists at the University
of Amsterdam in the Netherlands and the University of Illinois at ...
➠ኮᇸ - http://stinkiethegreat.blogspot.com

Mona Lisa's enigmatic smile
17 Dec 2005 by Salvatore
IT'S official: Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa was 83 per cent happy, 9 per cent
disgusted, 6 per cent fearful and 2 per cent angry. Nicu Sebe at the University
of Amsterdam in the Netherlands tested emotion-recognition software on the ...
ferlix - http://www.ferlix.com/index.html

The Girl Can't Help It
15 Dec 2005 by William M. Dowd
You're so like the lady with the mystic smile. ... For that Mona Lisa strangeness
in your smile? Do you smile to please a lover, Mona Lisa? ... a computer at the
University of Amsterdam using "emotion recognition" software has concluded ...
Weathering Heights - http://weatheringheights.blogspot.com

Mona Lisa Smile is 83% Happy
16 Dec 2005

The result is that the smile of the Mona Lisa is broken down into its constituent
parts, said Nicu Sebe of the University of Amsterdam. ***** According to New
Scientist magazine: "His algorithm examines facial features such as curvature ...
Pleasant Morning Buzz - http://www.pleasantmorningbuzz.com/

FRANCE
15 Dec 2005 by yumgsta
The painting was analysed by a University of Amsterdam computer using "emotion
recognition" software. It concluded that the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da
Vinci's Mona Lisa is 83% happy, 9% disgusted, 6% fearful and 2% angry. ...
࠹ࡎࡼⱝㄊ࡚ୠ⏲ࡡࢼ࣭ࣖࢪ - http://english.yumgsta.com/blog/

Scientists uncover reason for Mona Lisa's smile: she was happy
15 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) - The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers
of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret, Dutch
researchers said Thursday.
Macleans.ca News - http://www.macleans.ca/

Mona Lisa's Smile: Researchers Say She's 83% Happy, 9% Disgusted ...
15 Dec 2005 by The Huffington Post
The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries
isn't really that ... She was smiling because she was happy — 83 percent happy,
to be exact, according to scientists from the University of Amsterdam.
The Huffington Post | Raw Feed - http://www.huffingtonpost.com/thenewswire/

Mona Lisas Lächeln
18 Dec 2005 by Zan
Er heißt "Enigma of Mona Lisa Smile Cracked".) Interessant, was die Menschen so
alles erforschen. Allerdings mindert das nun sicher nicht die Tatsache, dass das
Lächeln dieser Dame so geheimnisvoll bleibt, wie eh und je. Mona Lisa.
The bear went over the mountain... - http://seoulfood189.blogspot.com

Computer decodes Mona Lisa's smile
17 Dec 2005 by Admin
Computer decodes Mona Lisa's smile CNN International - Dec 16, 2005 The computer
software, developed by Nicu Sebe at the University of Amsterdam and researchers
at the University of Illinois, examines key facial features, the ...
Computer News Update - http://computers.floblog.com

Mona Lisa's emotions decoded
17 Dec 2005 by GoodBytes
Scientists used a new algorithm to analyze the emotion reflected in Mona Lisa's
smile. New Scientist reports that the software, developed by the University of
Amsterdam and University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, measures lip ...
Panta Rei - http://mislam.blogspot.com

Why do llamas dream of horny camels?
16 Dec 2005
"Mona Lisa 'happy', computer finds. A computer has been used to decipher the
enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa, concluding that she was mainly
happy. The painting was analysed by a University of Amsterdam computer using ...
Stuff Like Stuff - http://spaces.msn.com/members/the-voivod/

Why was Mona Lisa smiling? New software may provide a clue
15 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) - After hundreds of years, researchers may finally
have solved the mystery of Mona Lisa's smile.
9NEWS.com Entertainment Headlines - http://www.9news.com/ent/

Computer - Computer decodes Mona Lisa’s smile
16 Dec 2005 by Admin

Computer decodes Mona Lisa’s smile CNN - 14 minutes ago The computer software,
developed by Nicu Sebe at the University of Amsterdam and researchers at the
University of Illinois, examines key facial features, the ...
Computer Updates and Site Info - http://computer.sitefo.com

Playfuls.comstudy Cracks Mona Lisa's Smile
20 hours ago
Scientists from the University of Amsterdam ran the Mona Lisa's facial features
through emotional-recognition software developed in collaboration with the.
Europe Sun: Recommended source for Netherlands... - http://www.europesun.com/p.x/ct/10/id/ec4406...

Scientist Figure Out Why Mona Lisa Smiles
15 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands - The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers of
the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret, Dutch.
Amsterdam News .Net - Newspapers on the Net - http://www.amsterdamnews.net/

Half smile? Dutch researchers say Mona Lisa was 83#x25 happy
17 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands : The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers
of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret, Dutch
researchers said Thursday.
Europe Sun: Recommended source for Netherlands... - http://www.europesun.com/p.x/ct/10/id/ec4406...

The Mona Lisa Code
15 Dec 2005 by Bill
It's official: Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa was 83 per cent happy, 9 per cent
disgusted, ... Nicu Sebe at the University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands tested
emotion-recognition software on the famous enigmatic smile. ...
technudge - http://www.technudge.com

Scientists Figure Out Why Mona Lisa Smiles
15 Dec 2005
The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries
isn't really that difficult to ... according to scientists from the University
of Amsterdam. nbsp; nbsp; In what they viewed as a fun demonstration of ...
linkfilter.net - fresh links - http://linkfilter.net

HCI software: Mona Lisa 83% happy
15 Dec 2005 by Jordan Running
Mona LisaWhat do human-computer interaction (HCI) specialists do in their spare
time? ... The University of Amsterdam and the University of Illinois developed a
... lips and more," then used it to decode the Mona Lisa's infamous smile. ...
nintengirl.com - Girl's Gaming Magazine - http://nintengirl.com

Scientists Figure Out Why Mona Lisa Smiles
18 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) -- The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued
viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret,
Dutch researchers said Thursday....
AP Top Science News At 2 am EST - http://hosted.ap.org/

Scientists Figure Out Why Mona Lisa Smiles
17 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) -- The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued
viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret,
Dutch researchers said Thursday....
AP Top Science News At 2 am EST - http://hosted.ap.org/

Scientists Figure Out Why Mona Lisa Smiles
16 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) -- The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued

viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret,
Dutch researchers said Thursday....
AP Top Science News At 2:34 pm EST - http://hosted.ap.org/

Scientists Figure Out Why Mona Lisa Smiles
15 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) -- The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued
viewers of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret,
Dutch researchers said Thursday....
AP Top Headlines At 6:44 pm EST - http://hosted.ap.org/

Computer - Mona Lisa ‘happy’, computer finds
17 Dec 2005 by Admin
BBC - The Mona Lisa became world famous after it was stolen in 1911 A computer
has been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa,
concluding that she was mainly happy. was analysed by a University of ...
Computer Updates and Site Info - http://computer.sitefo.com

Computer - Mona Lisa ‘happy’, computer finds
16 Dec 2005 by Admin
BBC - The Mona Lisa became world famous after it was stolen in 1911 A computer
has been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa,
concluding that she was mainly happy. was analysed by a University of ...
Computer Updates and Site Info - http://computer.sitefo.com

niin, kukapa meistä haluaisi mitään
15 Dec 2005 by pirttipiilo
A computer has been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci's
Mona Lisa, concluding that she was mainly happy. The painting was analysed by a
University of Amsterdam computer using "emotion recognition" software. ...
ghosts of a christmas past - http://www.livejournal.com/users/pirttipiilo/

Scientists figure out why Mona Lisa smiles
17 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands : The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers
of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret, Dutch
researchers said Thursday.
China National News: Recommended source... - http://www.chinanationalnews.com/p.x/ct/10/id/d8056...

Scientists figure out why Mona Lisa smiles
17 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands : The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers
of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret, Dutch
researchers said Thursday.
Canada Standard: Recommended source for... http://www.canadastandard.com/p.x/ct/10/id/a9927dde...

Scientists figure out why Mona Lisa smiles
15 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands : The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers
of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret, Dutch
researchers said Thursday.
New Orleans Sun: Recommended source for... http://www.neworleanssun.com/p.x/ct/10/id/a9927dde6...

Enigma of Mona Lisa Smile Cracked
16 Dec 2005 by Netweek
The enigma of Leonardo da Vinci's famous Mona Lisa painting has been cracked
with the help of emotion-recognition software from scientists at the University
of Amsterdam in the Netherlands and the University of Illinois at ...
Netweek - News from the Net this Week - http://www.smtnet.co.uk/news.html

Mona Lisa 'happy', computer finds
16 Dec 2005
A computer has been used to decipher the enigmatic smile of Leonardo da Vinci's
Mona Lisa, concluding that she was mainly happy. The painting was analysed by a
University of Amsterdam computer usin...
New Orleans Sun: Recommended source for... http://www.neworleanssun.com/p.x/ct/10/id/a9927dde6...

Scientists figure out why Mona Lisa smiles
17 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands : The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers
of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret, Dutch
researchers said Thursday.
Nepal National: Recommended source for... - http://www.nepalnational.com/p.x/ct/10/id/d805653303...

Scientists figure out why Mona Lisa smiles
17 Dec 2005
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands : The mysterious half-smile that has intrigued viewers
of the Mona Lisa for centuries isn't really that difficult to interpret, Dutch
researchers said Thursday.
Nigeria Sun: Recommended source for Breaking... - http://www.nigeriasun.com/p.x/ct/10/id/d805653...
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